Question asked of MARS: I would like to see the photos of what is beyond the statue-like image on the cliff on the western edge of the Home Plate Plateau on Mars. Are you saying that NASA photograph PIA10214 contains images of the bodies of dead humanoid beings?

Andrew D. Basiago, president, Mars Anomaly Research Society (MARS): Yes! Beyond the statue on Mars, in the arroyo below the Home Plate Plateau, lies a field of human bodies. Serpents can be seen sticking their heads above this Martian killing field. Bodies establish life. This represents substantial evidence proving my major premise that Mars is an inhabited planet.

A Martian Killing Field

In this detail (below), we can see hundreds of human bodies, tightly packed, as if decaying in a sticky morass. The body of a male dressed in a white shirt and blue pants is visible at lower left.

Humanoid bodies on Mars – The man

In another detail (below), the body of a female dressed in a blue dress is visible at center top.

Humanoid bodies on Mars – The woman

This could be a place where reptiles take their humanoid prey or a Martian open-air cemetery where snakes are used to biodegrade human corpses to keep Mars’ primarily underground civilization hygienic. Mars is a new planet. In evaluating life on Mars, we must strive to see life there as it truly is, not as we would wish it to be.